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1.1 Aim of Project 

To develop a low-cost prototype 
using computer vision to monitor 
road traffic conditions 



1.2 Requirements

Detect the presence of vehicles

Count the number of vehicles

Detect the speed of vehicles

Data storage for analysis and 
transmission



1.3 Requirements

Operate in real-time
- fast and efficient processing

Operate autonomously
- low maintenance, no human operator

Feasibility study for different lighting 
conditions (day time and night time)

how robust it will be? 



1.4 Motivation
Computer vision-based traffic monitoring systems can 
collect much more information than convention systems.  
For example:
- Vehicle classification (colour, size, type) 
- Vehicle ID via number plate
- Congestion data (queue length, flow rates)

Easy to install, cost effective

Problems: 
Sensitive to lighting condition
Other objects on the scene



Comparison 
of traffic 
monitoring 
systems

Monitoring 
System

Information that
can be collected Advantages Disadvantages

Computer vision 1.Vehicle detection
2.Count
3.Speed
4.Category
5.Path
6.Flow rate
7.Queue length
8.Route travel 
times
9.Lane changes

•Many information 
can be collected
•More than one lane 
can be monitored
•Easy to install
•Low maintenance
•Autonomous 
•Flexibility in changing
the traffic scene
•Information can be 
relayed back to 
authorities in real-time
•Easy to be networked

•Not reliable in 
varying lighting 
condition and 
weather
•Field of view must 
be reasonably clear, 
free from occlusions
•Vehicles must be 
separated from each 
other so they do not 
appear connected

Magnetic loop 1.Vehicle detection
2.Count

•Reliable
•Low maintenance
•Autonomous

•Dig up the road
•Costly to install
•Limited information

Pressure tubes 1.Vehicle detection
2.Count

•Reliable •Limited information

Radar gun 1.Speed •Accurate speed 
measurement

•Limited information

Microwave 
sensors

1.Vehicle detection
2.Count

•Reliable •Costly to install
•Limited information



2. Hardware Setup

Road Traffic 
Scene

Webcam to 
record 

traffic scene

Algorithms for 
image  

process in real-time

Displays traffic 
info on screen 
& output to file

Software



2. Hardware Setup



2. Hardware Setup

Camera used: Logitech QuickCam
Video Camera Pro4000 ($120)
Interfaced to PC through USB port



3. Software
Non-model based approaches 

able to detect and track but unable to recognize the 
objects
image segmentation and feature point based 
algorithm
faster than model based approaches

Model based approaches
models for difference vehicles are needed 
complicate and slow

Non-model based approaches are adopted in this study
Most functions are from Intel’s OpenCV library in public 
domain



Software Configuration

1.
Video Capture
& Interfacing

2. 
Vehicle Detection

(Image Segmentation)

3.
Vehicle Tracking

(Feature Tracking)

4. 
Background 

Update 

5.
Data Extraction

& Output

Initialisation 

Timer 



3.1 Video Capture

Connecting and calibrating the video 
camera to computer
Capturing video frames
Storing captured images in computer 
temporary memory
Image processing
Done at software level



3.2 Vehicle Detection

Uses the algorithm of “frame differencing”
Obtain an empty background image 
frame, used as reference image
Subtract subsequent video frames from 
the background image
When there is a car in the scene, shows 
up as white blob



4 – thresholded difference image3 – difference image

2 – current image frame with vehicle1 - background image

1

2 3



4 5

5 – contour image of vehicle 6 – vehicle detection image

Set bounding box around the car

Obtain region of 
interest (ROI) 
from contour



3.3 Vehicle Tracking

Uses a technique called ‘feature 
tracking’ – Lucas-Kanade (LK) algorithm
After detection, a unique feature is 
obtained for each vehicle – usually a 
corner on the car
Feature is then tracked as it moves 
through the video images



1

Obtain feature 
to track

Finish 
Line 

2 3



3.4 Background Adaptation

Adapt to changes in lighting during a 
day
Adapt to different weather conditions, 
rain, cloudy, sunny
Slowly incorporate new information in 
the scene to the background image 
using Kalman filter



2 – image with new information1 – background image

1

3 – updated background image

2

Car is 
incorporated 
into background



Using 20 features for tracking



Window 
based 
Interface
developed



3.5 Information Extraction



4.0 Results

On pedestrian footbridge over Princes 
Hwy, in Oakleigh – Day time

Figure 14 – Detection zone in multilane road



4.1 Remarks
Under ideal lighting condition (day time), 
detection rate of between 7 and 8 out of every 
10 vehicles is achieved
It monitors only 1 lane – multiple cameras for 
multiple lanes
Sometimes there is problem with detecting dark 
coloured cars, as its greyscale level is similar to 
the road, i.e. low contrast - color ratio can be 
adopted 
Cars too close, cause detection problem –stereo 
vision with multiple cameras



4.1 Remarks

Tracking of feature does not always work, 
some feature may change as it moves 
closer to the camera, eg. different angle
Speed estimation depends on distance 
conversion (pixels to metres)
Conversion factor is not constant, need to 
model road geometry
average vehicle speed =

 [km/hr]    ,
1000
3600 factor  conv

 trackingof duration time
 pixels in covered distance

××



binary (thresholded) image

original image grey image

In grey-scale image, the greyish-
blue car has nearly the same
grey level as that of the road.  
After image differencing and 
thresholding were performed, it 
was quite hard to detect the 
vehicle - not enough white area 
showed up.  Whereas the white 
vehicles could be detected easily, 
(T = 60 was used).

Low contrast (greyish-blue) vehicle and high contrast (white) vehicles



large vehicle blocking othersthresholded image, T = 40.



4.2 Feasibility Study at Night

How reliable is the system under other 
environment such as night time?



Remarks:
Headlights cause detection problems, 
eg. false detection
Detection rate at night is lower than 
day, i.e. on average less than 5 out of 
10 vehicles 



4.2 Feasibility Study at Night

original image thresholded (binary) image, T = 60

false detection

Headlights causes all of the 
vehicles in the above traffic 
scene to appear as if they 
were connected (even at a 
high threshold level of T = 
60), which consequently 
caused the software to falsely 
detect the whole cluster of 
vehicles as one.



However increasing threshold removes nearly all of the vehicles (T = 100).

original image thresholded image, T = 100



Monitoring from reverse angle gives better results.

original image thresholded image, T = 50



5. Conclusions

First step toward developing an 
operational traffic monitoring system
Still need a lot of work, but results are 
encouraging
Real-time operation of the system was 
achieved



6. Future Work

Monitor multiple lanes, parallel configuration
Template matching to distinguish between 
cars from and other objects
Extend traffic info, eg. classification (sedan, 
truck, bike), number plate recognition
Modify code to run on an embedded 
microcontroller



END
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